One of major purposes of a RFID system is to track moving objects using tags attached to the objects. Because a tagged object has both location and time information expressed as the location of the reader, we can index the trajectory of the object like existing spatiotemporal objects. More efficient tracking may be possible if a spatiotemporal trajectory can be formed of a tag, but there has not been much research on tag trajectory indexes. A characteristic that distinguishes tags from existing spatiotemporal objects is that a tag creates a separate trajectory in each reader by entering and then leaving the reader. As a result, there is a trajectory interruption interval between readers, in which the tag cannot be located, and this makes it difficult to track the tag. In addition, the point tags that only enter and don't leave readers do not create trajectories, so cannot be tracked. To solve this problem, we propose a tag trajectory index called TR-tree (tag trajectory R-tree in RFID system) that can track a tag by combining separate trajectories among readers into one trajectory.
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RFID 태그 궤적
τp.tl = MAX_TIME(MBB) . Access to the leafNode; 5:
Case newLocation < MBB : Update location in an entry; 6:
Case newTimestamp < MBB : Update timestamp in an entry; 7:
Case (newLocation, newTimestamp) > MBB : Issues a top-down update; 8: return; 9: /* tagID is a new tag */ 10: Traverse the index to insert tagID from the root node;. /*Top-down*/ 11: Insert a tagID into TL; 12: If a leaf node overflows 13: then 14:
Split the node in TR-tree; 15:
The pointer in TL connects to a leaf entry; End 
